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How could one be surprised
that before all of these images
where dreams come to meet
faraway realities, he would feel
inspired to create, following
the terms of the “Eternal
Gentleman”, a world filled with
warm and various fragrances ?
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aving gone to live in France at a very young age, Samuel Akata
kept of his African childhood a mouthful of memories, some
of which filled a world with heady and subtle odors. His career having begun in the shadow of designers like Kenzo, Issey Miyake and Agnès B quickly drove him to launch his own
brand “Au Bonheur des Hommes” and quickly become known
for his line of men’s cosmetics. Naturally, having always tended towards a life of spiritual and physical well-being, it is his
desire to share the reminiscent love of his childhood’s scents
that has lead him to create his first line of perfume.
Nothing makes him happier than to evoque, during a conversation of familiar nature, the smells that inhabit the memories of his childhood. The campher often used at home whose
strong smell fills ones nostrils, the talcum powder dusted on
his body, a more subtle yet omnipresent scent, the warm bread
from the bakery next door, the orange trees in the courtyard
of the small village isolated in the countryside, the coffee and
cocoa that his father harvested on the plantation that little
Samuel walked barefoot in, filled the hemp bags piled aton
one another in the family’s warehouse. How could one be surprised that before all of these images where dreams come to
meet faraway realities, he would feel inspired to create, following the terms of the “Eternal Gentleman”, a world filled
with warm and various fragrances ?
Having left to experienced chemists the care of formulating
the perfumes he dreams of and captures, as the good artisan
of immaterial and magical substance that odors are and the
characteristics that he wishes to share, he brings them to life
by imagining all of the worlds, real or oneiric, in which he will
invite you to enter.
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E.G. (like Eternal Gentleman) is for the businessman, a handsome man who travels incessantly between Paris and Hong-Kong, and
who makes Manhattan as his predilection den.
Investor in all that succeeds in the light of his
knowledge and perseverance and whose wellcut suit, never creased in spite of his numerous
stays in the first classes of air planes, strikes the
imagination of his collaborators.
T = Bergamot, Pink Bay, Green leaves
C = Violet leaves, Rose, Cedar papyrus
F = Mousse, Tonka, White Amber, Patchouli,
Coumarin
LORD OF THE CHIC

nd who is the Eternal Gentleman to which
this first line of perfume is addressed
For you of course, alighted Parisian or other,
eventually a bit dandy, comfortable in all circumstances and in all environments, traveler by
choice or circumstance, aware of social events,
captured by elegance without pretense and a
welcoming appeal.
Let’s together open this closet where the wardrobe of your dreams awaits you. A discrete perfume accompanies you as it allows your friends
to recognize you before they even see you, and
create at first sight the reassuring climate you
wish to surround yourself in.
It is those wardrobes designed with elegant lines
where jackets and shirts are perfectly aligned,
quietly hung over impeccably polished shoes and
waiting to be worn by discretely seductive men,
that is the source inspiration for Samuel’s first
fragrance edition.
Ladies, please do not feel excluded as you do
have your place for you will find in this range of
fragrances not only something to please the man
in your thoughts but also to satisfy your own desires and stimulate your curiosity.
The conception of a fragrance is presided by
the imagination and supported by the capacity to
analyze and synthesize the numerous scents that
best correspond to the creator’s desire. A tiny detail can mark the difference between a common
fragrance, pleasant but quickly forgotten, and
one that will surprise the taste buds of those that
surround you and create the soft obsession of the
moment and the inalterable memory of the one
who wears it and who succeeded in transforming
the evening into a unique event.
Achieving such an effect is the result of the work
of a panel of artisans and collaborators at the
summit of their art. This is why Samuel found
them in Grasse, the world leading capital of

perfumery, assuring the use of the highest quality raw substances/materials, essentially natural
and purposefully turning away from synthetic
products, following the advised council of the
best perfumers who have created what Samuel
himself conceived in light of your own intention.
To be at the top of what your choice could be is
his main concern.

well suited to a bowtie, a waistcoat, fashionable polished shoes, accompany the wardrobe of a man to be found in all worldly ceremonies. Its scent transports you into a world
of lightness and refinement where verve and
wit can shine at its best.
T = Rose, Peru Balm, Leather
C = Papyrus, Patchouli, Vetiver
F = Moss, Benzoin, Labdanum, Musc, Peru
Balm, vanillin

NOBLE SPIRIT

exudes a somewhat malefic atmosphere all the
while remaining attractive and exiting. The
heady oriental smells impregnate its intoxicating
atmosphere, a touch exhilarating and even bewildering, yet oh so captivating.
T = Pepper, Cinnamon, Cistus, Incense
C = Rose, Oud
F = Kashmiri wood, patchouli, sandalwood

PEACE OF MY HEART

offers a fresh and light smell, the perfect companion for a stole on l’Ile Saint-Louis, this little paradise in the protective shadow of NotreDame, in the heart of Paris. Beauty of the site,
admirable panorama from St.Louis Bridge,
boats and “Bateaux-mouches” full of enthusiastic tourists with communicative “bonjours”,
street artists and jugglers giving fun to the relaxed assistance savouring the so famous and
delicious Berthillon ice creams, all of that is
evoqued in the fragrance of this charming perfume.
T = Mandarin, Basil, Lemon, Ginger
C = Cyclamen, Galbanum, Patchouli
F = Moss, Vetiver, Musk, Woody, Ambered

MAFIOSI

If one refers to the people that it can be dangerous to befriend, one also sees its supreme elegance. This fragrance is rendered particularly
exiting by the newness of its approach. Still yet
dominating, it provides, through its transgression of taboos and the slight vertigo it arouses, a
unique sensation once it touches one’s skin.
T = Grapefruit, Spice
C = Violet, Sandalwood, Gurjum, Incense
F = Cedar, Oud, Cistus, Labdanum, Musk,
Tobacco, Amber
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